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Abstract
A constrained CAT algorithm is presented that automatically equates the number-correct scores on adaptive tests. The algorithm can be used to equate number-correct scores across different administrations of the same adaptive test as well as to an external reference test. The constraints are derived from a set of conditions on item response functions that guarantees the observed number-correct score distributions on two test forms to be identical (van der Linden & Luecht, 1998). An item pool from the Law School Admission Test is used to compare the results of the algorithm with those for traditional observed-score equating of ability estimates to number-correct scores as well as the transformation to predicted number-correct scores through the test characteristic function. The effects of the constraints on the statistical properties of the ability estimator are examined.
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Adaptive Testing with Equated Number-Correct Scoring

At least three practical cases exist in which a method to equate number-correct scores on a computerized adaptive test (CAT) would be welcome. First, to accommodate preferences among its examinees, a testing program may offer them the choice between an adaptive and a paper-and-pencil version of the same test. This choice, available, for example, for the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) (Segall, 1997), is only fair if examinees can be guaranteed comparable scores on the two versions of the test. Second, to enhance the interpretability of its scores, a CAT program may report its scores as predicted number-correct scores on a released paper-and-pencil version of the test. This practice is followed, for example, in the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) (Lawrence & Feigenbaum, 1997). Third, though it makes perfect sense to correct test scores for the properties of the items placing all examinees on a common scale, and IRT-based CAT capitalizes on this feature, it is a well-known experience that the majority of the examinees who take a CAT still tend to focus on their number of items correct. These examinees may get confused if they answer more items correct but get a lower score than examinees with fewer items correct. Adaptive testing with number-correct scores of different examinees automatically equated to each other would help to level an important psychological barrier to accepting CAT.

One approach to solving the problem of score comparability between a CAT and a paper-and-pencil test is to estimate empirically the transformation that places CAT ability estimates on the number-correct score scale of the paper-and-pencil test for a population of examinees using the technique of observed-score equating. For the ASVAB, equipercentile equating of ability estimates and observed scores in combination with a randomly equivalent-groups design has been used (Segall, 1997). The same technique, albeit in combination with a nonequivalent-group common-items design, was used in Lawrence and Feigenbaum (1997).

Another approach is followed, for example, in the SAT program where the ability
estimates of the examinee are used to predict their scores on a released version of the SAT. Let the released version of the test have items indexed by \( j=1, \ldots, n \) with response functions defined by the three-parameter logistic (3PL) model:

\[
P_i(\theta) = c_j + (1-c_j)[1+\exp(-a_j(\theta-b_j))]^{-1}.
\]

where \( \theta \in (-\infty, \infty) \) is a parameter for the abilities of the examinees and \( b_j \in (-\infty, \infty) \), \( a_j \in [0, \infty) \) and \( c_j \in [0, 1] \) are the difficulty, discriminating power and guessing parameter of item \( j \), respectively. The same model was used in the empirical example below. In addition, let \( \hat{\theta} \) be the ability estimate of an examinee on the CAT. A prediction of the number-correct score on the released version of the test, \( Y \), for this examinee is obtained from the test characteristic function as:

\[
\hat{Y} = \tau_Y(\hat{\theta}) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_j(\hat{\theta}).
\]

For the SAT a modification of this transformation is used to correct for guessing (see below). Notice that Equation 2 is not an observed score but an estimated expected observed score (that is, estimated true score). Further, since the test characteristic function for the CAT is also known, Equation 2 in fact relates the true score associated with an ability estimate on the CAT to the true score on the released version of the test. Thus the practice of predicting scores on a released test form through its test characteristic function can be viewed as approximate IRT true-score equating. The technique of IRT true-score equating is explained in Kolen and Brennan (1995) and Lord (1990).

A third approach is followed by Stocking (1996; see also Yen, 1984). To deal with the complexity of IRT-based test scoring, she proposed to modify the likelihood equations such that the solution to this equations becomes a monotonic function of the number-correct score of the examinee. In combination with the transformation through the test...
characteristic function in Equation 2, this modification produces estimated true number-correct scores on a reference test that have the same ranking as the observed number-correct scores on the CAT.

Though actual observed-score equating is guaranteed, a practical disadvantage of equipertile equating of a CAT to a paper-and-pencil version of the test is the need to run a separate empirical study prior to the introduction of the CAT program. Such studies typically involve quite an amount of time and resources and need to be repeated each time the item pool or any other specification of the CAT program is changed. A typical way to reduce the costs is to use smaller samples than actually required using a smoothing technique to allow for the sample size. However, such techniques are likely to induce an (unknown) bias in the estimated equating transformation. Other potential threats to the validity of observed-score equating are the difficulty to realize common test administration conditions throughout the study and the inability to deal with scores at the lower end of the scale which are likely to suffer from guessing.

As for the test-characteristic-function approach, transformations to scores on earlier released versions of the test as those in Equation 2 are obtained as a direct spinoff from regular item-pool calibration. Use of this transformation thus avoids the practical problems involved in actual equating studies. However, it is hard to claim score comparability of the transformed CAT scores and the observed scores on the reference test. If the true $\theta$ value in Equation 2 were used, the transformation would amount to exact IRT true-score equating. However, substituting an estimate of $\theta$ does not result in observed-score equating because the error distributions of the observed scores on the CAT are not identical to those of the $\theta$ estimates upon transformation by Equation 2.

Though the modified-likelihood approach is attractive in that neither an additional equating study is required, it has the disadvantage of introducing an estimator of $\theta$ that does not belong to any familiar class of estimators. Unlike the maximum-likelihood (ML) or the Bayesian estimators currently used in CAT, the estimator does not have known
(asymptotic) properties. In fact, the nonmonotonic relation of the estimator to the MLE for the 2PL and 3PL models shows that information in the data is lost. Though this property may be offset by choosing a somewhat longer test, the estimator is also inconsistent.

This paper proposes to solve the problem of score equating by imposing a set of constraints on the CAT item selection algorithm that automatically equates the number-correct scores on the adaptive test. The constraints are derived from a set of conditions on the response functions of the items that guarantees the observed number-correct score distributions on two test forms to be identical (van der Linden & Luecht, 1998). To impose the constraints on the item selection, the method of constrained CAT with shadow tests in van der Linden and Reese (1998) is used.

As the algorithm selects the items to have the same number-correct scores distribution as the scores on a reference test, no additional transformation or equating is needed. As a result, observed number-correct scores can be compared directly to each other. Thus it is no longer possible to answer more items on a CAT correct but receive a lower score than an examinee with fewer items correct. On the other hand, the method can only be used for fixed-length CAT and reference tests that have the same length as the CAT. Further, as in any other IRT-based method, the proposed method relies heavily on the assumption that the item pool has excellent fit to an item response model. Further evaluation of the method will be postponed until it has been described more extensively and some empirical results have been presented.

The next section reviews the conditions on the response functions that guarantee two test forms to have identical observed score distributions and show how these conditions can be implemented in a CAT algorithm. Then modifications of the method to deal with formula scoring test forms are discussed. The next section presents results from an empirical study in which the efficacy of the method for an item pool from the Law School Admission Test (LSAT). The study was conducted to compare the results of the method with those for traditional observed-score equating of ability estimates to number-
correct scores as well as those for the transformation using the test characteristic function. Another goal of the study was to assess the effects of the constraints on the statistical properties of the CAT ability estimator. An evaluation of the proposed algorithm as well as a few remaining practical issues are addressed in the final section of the paper.

**CAT Algorithm for Equated Number-Correct Scores**

Let X denote the observed score on a test with items $i=1,...,n$ and Y the observed score on another test with items $j=1,...,n$. van der Linden and Luecht (1998) prove that, for any ability distribution $h(\theta)$, the distributions of X and Y are identical if and only if

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i^r(\theta) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_j^r(\theta), \quad -\infty < \theta < \infty, \quad (3)$$

for $r=1,...,n$.

These conditions thus require that the sums of the first through the nth power of the response functions in the two test be equal. However, these authors also show that for $n \to \infty$ the conditions for $r>2$ become negligible. As a consequence, for realistic test lengths use of the first 2-3 conditions only already gives excellent approximations. For $r=1$, the condition in Equation 3 equates the true scores on the two test.

**Applications to Adaptive Testing**

For fixed tests and a population of examinees, the conditions in Equation 3 would require the sums of the powers of the response functions to be identical over the full range of $\theta$ values. However, if one of the tests is a CAT and each examinee gets an individual set of items from the pool, these sums then have to be identical only for true $\theta$ value of the examinee. For a population of CAT examinees, it follows that the marginal distributions of observed scores are always identical since their conditional distributions are.

As a generic term, the term "reference test" will be used to denote the test to which the CAT is equated. In view of the applications addressed in this paper, three different
types of reference tests are distinguished:

1. A currently used paper-and-pencil version of the same test.
2. A released earlier version of the test.
3. A dummy test with a conveniently selected set of response functions.

The first two cases have already been discussed extensively. Notice that in either of these cases it hold that, since each CAT administration is equated to the same reference test, they are automatically equated mutually.

The same principle can be exploited if no equating to an external reference test is intended. In this case, the response functions of a conveniently chosen dummy test can be used to formulate the right-hand side of the conditions in Equation 3. One possibility is to use the response functions of an actual CAT for this purpose, for example, a CAT actually administered to an average examinee. However, the response functions do not even need to belong to existing items. Any set of response functions with convenient parameter values will do.

**Constrained Adaptive Testing**

The idea is to impose the conditions in Equation 3 on the item selection in the CAT for enough powers of the response functions to create identical observed-score distributions for the examinees. An efficient way to implement these conditions is through the method of constrained CAT with shadow tests in van der Linden and Reese (1998).

At each step, items are selected not directly from the pool but from a complete optimal test selected from the pool ("shadow test"). The shadow test for the administration of the kth item has to meet the following specifications:

1. It should have maximum information at the current ability estimate.
2. Its length should be equal to the number of items in the (fixed-length) CAT.
3. It should meet all constraints on the CAT.
4. It should contain the k-1 items already administered.

From the items in the shadow test not yet administered, the one with maximum
information at the current ability estimate is selected as the kth item in the CAT. The procedure is repeated n times. Thus, the first item is selected from the full shadow test; for the last item only one free item in the shadow test is left.

Since each shadow test has to meet all constraints, future item selection always remains feasible with respect to the set of constraints to be imposed on the CAT. Also, because both the shadow tests and the individual items are selected to have maximum information, the CAT tends to be maximally informative too. Further details of this method of constrained CAT with shadow tests can be found in van der Linden and Reese (1998). An application of the method to the problem of controlling differential speed in CAT is given in van der Linden, Scrams and Schnipke (1999).

As the conditions in Equation 3 are linear in the items, shadow tests can be selected using the technique of 0-1 linear programming (LP). An introduction to 0-1 LP test assembly is given in van der Linden (1998a).

Model for Selection of Shadow Tests

A model for assembling shadow tests that guarantees equated number-correct is formulated. Let the items in CAT pool be denoted by index i=1,...,I. In addition, the items in the CAT are denoted by index k=1,...,n. Thus, i_k is the index of the item in the pool administered as the kth item in the CAT. The set indices of the first k-1 items in the CAT is thus S_{k-1} = \{i_1,...,i_{k-1}\}. As before, the items in the reference test are denoted as j=1,...,n. Further, \hat{\theta}^{(k-1)} is the estimated value of \theta after k-1 items have been administered.

To formulate the model, binary variables x_i are used to denoted whether (x_i=1) or not (x_i=0) item i is selected in the shadow test. The model for the selection of the kth shadow test is:

$$\text{maximize} \sum_{i=1}^{I} I_i(\hat{\theta}_{k-1})x_i$$

(4)
subject to

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{I} P_i^{r}(\hat{\theta}_{k-1})x_i - \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_j^{r}(\hat{\theta}_{k-1}) \leq c, \quad r=1, \ldots, R \]  
(5)

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{I} P_i^{r}(\hat{\theta}_{k-1})x_i - \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_j^{r}(\hat{\theta}_{k-1}) \geq -c, \quad r=1, \ldots, R \]  
(6)

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{I} x_i = n, \]  
(7)

\[ \sum_{i \in S_{k-1}} x_i = k-1, \]  
(8)

\[ x_i \in \{0,1\}, \quad i=1, \ldots, I. \]  
(9)

The objective function in Equation 4 maximizes the information in the shadow test at the current ability estimate \( \hat{\theta}_{k-1} \). The constraints in Equation 5 and 6 require the differences between the sums of the first \( R \) powers of the probabilities of success for the items in the paper and shadow test to be in identical up to \( c \), where \( c \) is a tolerance parameter with a small value chosen by the CAT administrator. If necessary, different values of \( c \) for different powers of the probabilities of success can be chosen. The test length is set equal to \( n \) by the constraint in Equation 7 whereas the constraint in Equation 8 requires the previous \( k-1 \) items to be in the shadow test for the \( k \)th item. The constraints in Equation 8 define the range of the decision variables.

The tolerance factor in Equation 5 and 6 is introduced for technical reasons only; imposing an exact equality is likely to lead to infeasibility of the problem. Asymptotic consequences of using \( \hat{\theta} \) rather than \( \theta \) in Equation 5 and 6 are discussed below.

Models as in Equations 4 through 9 can be solved for optimal values of their decision variables using one of the algorithms or heuristics available in general LP software, for example, CPLEX (ILOG, 1998), or the test assembly package ConTEST...
Extensions and Special Cases

As identity of distributions is maintained under identical transformation of their variables, the conditions in Equation 3 guarantee equating of any monotonic function of number-correct scores. A transformation often used with multiple-choice items is formula scoring to correct for guessing:

\[
\frac{aX - n}{a-1},
\]

where \(X\) is the number-correct score on the test and \(a\) is the (common) number of alternatives per item (Lord & Novick, 1968, eq. 14.3.4). Since the relation in Equation 10 is linear in \(X\), formula scores are automatically equated under the conditions in Equation 3.

An alternative to the transformation through the test characteristic function in Equation 2 is Lord's (1980, eq. 15.6) true formula score with \(\theta\) replaced by its estimated value:

\[
\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} a \cdot P_j(\hat{\theta}) - n}{a-1}
\]

This transformation was used as an analogue to the observed-score transformation in Equation 10 by Lawrence and Feigenbaum (1997).

Notice that the transformation in Equation 11 with true \(\theta\) values would equate true formula scores. For estimates of \(\theta\), the transformation equates neither true nor observed formula scores. However, true formula score equating is possible by selecting the shadow test such that the formula in Equation 11 is equated to the one for the reference test. Requiring these formulas to be equal up to a tolerance factor \(c\) gives the following constraints:
These constraints are identical to those in Equation 5 and 6, except for a rescaling of the tolerance factor c. If exact equality were required, that is, if c = 0, then, as expected, true score and true formula score equating would yield the same results.

**Discussion**

It is emphasized that the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 equate sums of powers of success probabilities and no powers of individual probabilities. Hence, these quantities can compensate each other across items. Thus, when selecting the items, space for optimization is present. In fact, as follows from Proposition 4 in van der Linden and Luecht (1998), equating of the individual probabilities in the CAT to those in the reference test would be implied if all n conditions in Equation 3 were imposed. Since CATs typically have 25-30 items and only the sums of the first 2-3 powers have to be equated, the space for optimization is expected to be generally substantial.

Notice that the conditions in Equation 3 are formulated for true θ values whereas they are implemented for the current estimate of θ in the constraints in Equation 4 and 5. However, as shown in Chang and Ying (in press), for an infinitely large item pool, the maximum-likelihood estimator of θ in a CAT with maximum-information item selection is strongly consistent for the 1PL model. For the 2PL model, strong consistency holds provided realistic bounds on the values of the discrimination parameters are met. For the 3PL model, the same results hold again provided an additional realistic bound on the guessing parameter is met and the likelihood equations have no multiple solutions. As the conditions in Equation 3 are based on continuous functions of θ, it follows from Slutsky’s theorem for strong convergence (e.g., Ferguson, 1996) that the differences in the left-hand sides of Equation 5 and 6 also converge to their true-θ equivalents. These results are
expected to be closely approximated for well-designed finite item pools CAT with MLE and maximum-information item selection. The presence of the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 in the CAT algorithm only amounts to a reduction of the effective size of the item pool. However, since the reduction is to the most informative subset of items, the effect is expected to be only a slightly slower rate of convergence.

Thus, typically, a CAT session is expected to take a course in which the first items, selected at a value of \( \hat{\theta} \) off target, tend to cumulate partial sums of powers of success probabilities at the true \( \theta \) value of the examinee that do not match those of the reference test. Because \( \hat{\theta} \) converges to its true value, contributions by the items later in the process will tend to compensate for earlier contributions and the differences between the sums in Equation 5 and 6 converge to their true equivalents.

Empirical Example

The LSAT item pool consisted of 753 items all calibrated using the 3PL model in Equation 1. The pool was assembled from previously administered paper-and-pencil versions of the test. An arbitrary form was identified to select randomly a set of reference tests of \( n=10(10)^{50} \) to which the CATs had to be equated. The set of reference tests was nested.

The following conditions were simulated:
1. Unconstrained CATs of \( n=10(10)^{50} \) items.
2. Unconstrained CATs of \( n=10(10)^{50} \) items with true number-correct scores on the reference test estimated through its test characteristic function (Equation 2).
3. Constrained CATs of \( n=10(10)^{50} \) items with shadow tests selected for \( R=1(1)4 \) (Equations 4 through 9).

The number of replications for each CAT was equal to 8,000 for Condition 1 and 2 and 1,800 for each level of Condition 3.

For each condition, after \( 10(10)^{50} \) items the following data were collected:
1. Observed number-correct scores (estimated true number-correct scores in Condition 2).
2. Estimated bias in $\hat{\theta}$.
3. Estimated mean squared error (MSE) in $\hat{\theta}$.

The target distributions to which the observed number-correct score distribution in Condition 3 and the estimated true number-correct score distributions in Condition 2 were equated were the observed number-correct score distributions for the references tests. The target distributions were generated from the item parameters for the reference tests for $\theta \sim N(0,1)$ using the algorithm for the generalized binomial distribution described in Lord and Wingersky (1984). The length of the CATs was varied to examine the speed of convergence of the observed-score distributions to their targets. Finally, the effects of the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 on the statistical properties of $\hat{\theta}$ were assessed. To do so, the estimated bias and MSE functions of this estimator for Condition 1 and 3 were compared.

Adaptive tests were simulated according to a procedure for Bayesian initialization of the $\theta$ estimator in van der Linden (1999). The true $\theta$ values of the simulees were randomly drawn form $N(0,1)$. Then, given the value of $\theta$, a value on a background variable $X$ was sampled. The bivariate distribution of $\theta$ and $X$ was assumed to be standard normal, with $\rho_{\theta X} = .60$. (Nearly the same correlation was found in the empirical example in van der Linden, 1999). The initial estimate of $\theta$ was the regressed value of $\theta$ on $X$. The first shadow test was assembled to be maximally informative at the estimate. Next estimates were obtained using the same EAP estimator. This estimator is known to perform generally well with a smaller MSE than the maximum-likelihood and a slight inward bias (van der Linden, 1998b). Also, unlike the maximum-likelihood estimator, it always exists.

**Implementation of Algorithm**

Trial runs with the algorithm showed an occasional case of infeasibility if the
values of $c$ in the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 were chosen too tight. In such cases, the first items administered appeared to be highly informative at $\theta$ estimates largely off target. As a result, the sum of the response functions for the first part of the CAT became steep at the wrong $\theta$ value, and it became difficult for the full test to meet the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 for small $c$ values at other values of $\theta$.

To deal with such cases, the algorithm was implemented as follows: First, the response functions in the CAT were constrained to satisfy Equation 5 not only at the current $\theta$ value but also at values slightly lower and higher than $\theta$. This measure was introduced to make the algorithm more robust with respect to $\theta$ estimates too much off target. In this example, the additional constraints were formulated at $\theta-.5$ and $\theta+.5$.

Second, the algorithm was started with a small value of $c$. As soon as a case of infeasibility was met, the additional constraints were removed if they caused the infeasibility or the value of $c$ was slightly increased. In this example, the algorithm was started with $c=.5$ and the increase was set at .2.

The simulations were run on a PC with Pentium Pro/166MHz processor. The LP-models for the shadow tests were solved through calls to the CPLEX 6.0 software (ILOG, 1998). Because solutions to 0-1 LP models for test assembly are calculated iteratively, good starting values are necessary. For this purpose, a shadow test optimal at $\theta=0$ was calculated prior to the simulations which was used as starting solution in each CPLEX run in the simulation. As a result, all solutions in the simulation were obtained in 6-8 seconds.

**Results**

The observed number-correct score distributions for unconstrained CAT (Condition 1) and the constrained CAT versions (Condition 3) are plotted against their target distributions in Figure 1. The distributions for unconstrained CAT show their typical peaked form. The target distribution on the reference test was much wider. For $n=10$, all distributions for constrained CAT were between those for unconstrained CAT and the...
target distribution but much closer to the latter. With increasing test length, the target
distribution was approximated better and better. For n=30, the approximation was already
good, whereas for n=50 no systematic differences between the distributions and the target
were left. The value of R did not seem to have an impact, with the exception of the case
of n=10 for which the distribution for R=2 was slightly superior to those for R=1, 3, 4,
and 5.

In Figure 2, the distributions of the true number-correct scores on the reference test
estimated through its test characteristic function (Condition 2) are shown along with the
observed-score distributions under unconstrained CAT (Condition 1) and

[Figure 2 about here]
the target distribution on the reference test. For all test lengths, the distributions of
estimated true number-correct scores had smaller variability than their target distribution.
The approximation improved considerably with increasing test length, though. Further, a
typical distortion of the lower tail of the distribution was observed. Due to the lower
asymptote of the test characteristic function introduced by the guessing parameter in the
3PL model, observed scores between the level corresponding with this asymptote are
impossible.

In Figure 3, the estimated bias in the estimator of $\theta$ is plotted as a function of $\theta$

[Figure 3 about here]
for the unconstrained (Condition 1) and constrained CAT versions (Condition 3). The
general shape of these plots shows a well-known inward bias for the EAP estimator.
Except for n=10, the presence of the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 did not appear to
introduce any additional bias in the estimator. For n=10, an increased inward bias at the
lower end of the $\theta$ scale and more variation for the various values of R at the upper end
of the scale was found.

For the same CAT conditions, in Figure 4 the estimated MSE in the estimator is
plotted as a function of $\theta$. These plots show the price that has to be paid for the presence
of the constraints in Equation 5 and 6 in the CAT algorithm. For all test lengths, the MSE for constrained CAT is systematically larger than for unconstrained CAT. The largest relative loss of efficiency occurred for n=10 at the lower end of the θ scale. For longer tests, the loss of efficiency decreased but was still too large to be ignored.

Conclusions

In the empirical example, the constrained CAT algorithm proposed in this paper did not show any unexpected behavior. For longer tests, it produced observed number-correct score distribution that did not differ systematically from the target on the reference test. Also, it did not introduce any systematic bias in the θ estimator. However, the estimator did lose some of the efficiency associated with regular, unconstrained CAT. Users of the algorithm should be prepared to accept this loss or compensate for it by accepting a longer test length. For shorter tests, the empirical example yielded observed number-correct score distributions that were more peaked than the distributions on the reference test. In particular for n=10, additional equating seems to be necessary. However, use of the algorithm is then still recommended because it minimizes the distortion of the number-correct scale involved in the additional equating. The relative sizes of the differences between the distributions for constrained and unconstrained CAT and their targets in the plots in Figure 1 show how large the gain can be.

For all test lengths, the algorithm outperformed the transformation through the test characteristic function in Equation 2, currently one of the standards of the testing industry. Also, it is reminded that these results were obtained for actual numbers of items correct in the CAT rather than a post hoc transformation of the θ estimator with an indirect direct relation to the response vectors. This property is believed to be the most practical feature of the CAT algorithm proposed in this paper.
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Figure 1. Distributions of observed number-correct score for unconstrained CAT (UCAT), reference test (Target) and constrained CAT (R=1,2,3,4) for n=10, 20, 30, 40, and 50.

Figure 2. Distributions of observed number-correct score for unconstrained CAT (UCAT) and reference test (Target), and distributions of true number-correct scores on reference test estimated through its test characteristic function (TCC) for n=10, 20, 30, 40, and 50.

Figure 3. Bias functions for unconstrained CAT (UCAT) and constrained CAT (R=1,2,3,4) for n=10, 20, 30, 40, 50.

Figure 4. MSE functions for unconstrained CAT (UCAT) and constrained CAT (R=1,2,3,4) for n=10, 20, 30, 40, 50.
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